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1. INTRODUCTION 

The 30th anniversary of the · Linguistic Society of the Philippines marks an 
important milestone in linguistics and language teaching in the Philippines. The occasion 
enables us to appreciate the gains we have achieved so far and to determine the directions 
we have to pursue in meeting the challenges of the new millennium. 

Linguistics and language teaching in the Philippines, through the leadership of 
LSP, have progressed remarlrably. Reflecting the growth are many research studies in 
Linguistics, the establishment of the Philippine Joumal of Linguistics, and several 
conferences as well as training programs that have been conducted. This rapid progress is 
largely due to three factors: the increase of formally trained Filipino linguists who have set 
the pace and pattern of research; the development and use of more sophisticated research 
designs and statistical procedures; and the adoption of an interdisciplinary approach. 

2. ffiSTORICAL BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES 

The LSP was formally organized on Julyl3, 1969 with the following objectives: to 
strive for the advancement of the scientific study of language use including basic research, 
particularly· language in the Philippine context; to disseminate the results of scientific 
studies undertaken; and to communicate with organizations here and in other countries that 
are also engaged in the same pursuit. 

The organization was off to a rousing start, with a lecture series and a five day 
seminar-workshop on linguistics and language teaching held in SY 1969-70, and with the 
LSP's journal called the Philippine Journal of Linguistics (PJL) coming out in June 1970. 
The LSP also initiated discussions for a Consortium between Ateneo de Manila University 
and Philippine Normal College that would offer a Ph.D. in Linguistics, with as&stance from 
the Ford Foundation and the Asia Foiindation. The first group of scholars in this 
Consortium was accepted into the program in SY 1971-72 and several completed their 
doctorates starting SY 197 4-7 5. 

• Presidential~ at the 30"' LSP Anniversary, May 11-13, 2000, Escaler Hall, Science Education Complex, 
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The LSP has been fortunate to have had dynamic officers with the first officers as 
follows: Teodoro Llamzon {Ateneo de Manila University) as President, Bonifacio Sibayan 
{Philippine Normal College) as Vice-President, Edilberto P. Dagot {Philippine Normal 
College) as Secretary, and Fe T. Otanes {Philippine Normal College) as Treasurer. Special 
mention should be made of the contribution of Bro. Andrew Gonzalez, FSC of De La Salle 
University, who was its Executive Secretary for seventeen years and editor of the PJL for 
twenty-one years. It was Bro. Andrew who provided a home for the LSP Secretariat at De 
La Salle University, an institution he was associated with for a long time as Academic Vice
President and President. It was through his initiative that many of the research and training 
programs of the LSP got underway. 

In January 1987, a move was made to expand membership in the Executive Board 
in order to involve more universities/agencies in the activities of the LSP. Since 1987, 
therefore, delegates to the annual convention have elected 10 members of the LSP Board; 
these 10 Board members subsequently elect the officers, with the Executive Secretary being 
a special position. Having a strong Executive Secretary has ensured a strong Society. The 
Executive Secretary of the LSP from 1975 to 1992 was Bro. Andrew Gonzalez, FSC. The 
Executive Board consists of members representing six schools, De La Salle University, 
Ateneo de Manila University, Philippine Normal University, University of the Philippines, 
Polytechnic University of the Philippines, and University of Santo Tomas. From a 
membership of 92 in its first year of operation, LSP has now over 400 regular members and 
over 50 lifetime members. 

3. RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS 

From the very founding of the Society, it has been clear that a major concern is 
research and publication in the areas of Philippine linguistics and language. Funding has 
not always been available, but the research gets done because Filipino linguists are 
dedicated to their discipline and have extended their research capabilities through the 
graduate students whose theses/dissertations they have directed at the Ateneo de Manila
Philippine Normal College-De La Salle University Linguistics Consortium. This 
Consortium alone produced a number of significant dissertations, some of which have been 
published as part of the Pacific Linguistics Publications Series of the Australian National 
University. 

The regular outlet for research done by local and foreign scholars on Philippine 
languages, applied linguistics, sociolinguistics and other hyphenated linguistics is the 
Philippine Journal of Linguistics. Since its first publication in 1970, about 50 issues have 
appeared. The Philippine Social Science Council honored the PJL as the best journal for 
1980-82. In addition, the LSP has published several monographs, occasional papers, and 
seven Festschrifts honoring outstanding Filipino linguists. Two professorial chairs in 
Linguistics have been established, The Distinguished Bonifacio P. Sibayan Professorial 
Chair in Applied Linguistics was established February 1, 1991 on his 75th birthday, and the 
first Professorial Chair Holder was Dr. Emma S. Castillo. Her topic was "State of the Art: 
Communication Strategies in the Classroom." The second was the Distinguished Andrew 
B. Gonzalez, FSC Professorial Chair in Linguistics and Language Education, which was 
formally established February 29, 1996 on his 561

h birthday. The first Chair Holder was Dr. 
Bonifacio P.Sibayan, President Emeritus of Philippine Normal University and the Linguistic 
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Society of the Philippines. His topic was "To Be Globally Competitive with Intellectualized 
Filipino and English." 

The published seven Festschrifts honoring outstanding linguists who have made 
significant contributions to Philippine linguistics are the following: 

• 1973-Parangal kay Cecilio Lopez, edited by Andrew Gonzalez, FSC. 

• 1977-Language Planning and the Building of a National Language: Essays in Honor 
of Santiago A. Fonacier on his 92°d birthday, edited by Bonifacio P. Sibayan and 
Andrew Gonzalez, FSC. 

• 1981-Linguistics Across Continents: in honor of Richard S. Pittman, edited by 
Andrew Gonzalez, FSC and David Thomas. 

• 1984-Panagani: Essays in Honor of Bonifacio P. Sibayan on his 67th Birthday, edited 
by Andrew Gonzalez, FSC. 

• 1996-Alay sa Wika: Essays in Honor of Fe T. Otanes on her 67th Birthday, edited by 
Emma S. Castillo. 

• 1998-Pagtanaw: Essays on Language in Honor of Teodoro A. Llamzon, edited by Ma. 
Lourdes S. Bautista. 

• 1999-The Filipino Bilingual: a Multidisciplinary Perspective: Festschrift in honor of 
Erny M. Pascasio, edited by Ma. Lourdes S. Bautista and Grace 0. Tan. 

Note: The eighth Festschrift, which is forthcoming, is in honor of Brother Andrew 
Gonzalez, FSC on his sixtieth birthday and edited by Bonifacio P. Sibayan, Teodoro A. 
Llamzon, and Ma. Lourdes S. Bautista. Of the Sibayan Professorial Chair in Applied 
Linguistics, there have been ten recipients who presented one of their research works in the 
form of an LSP annual lecture at De La Salle University. They are as follows: 

• 1991-Chair Holder, Dr. Emma Castillo 

Topic: State of the Art: Communication Strategies in the Classroom 

• 1992-Chair Holder: Dr. Ma. Lourdes Bautista 

Topic: Classroom Observation Studies in a Manila University: 

Some Lessons Learned, Some Lessons Yet to Learn 

• 1993-Chair Holder: Dr. Fe Otanes 

Topic: Stylistics and the Teaching of Poetry 

• 1994-Chair Holder: Dr. Erny Pascasio 

Topic: Variables Affecting the Performance of Second Language 

Learners in Written English 

• 1995-Chair Holder: Dr. Araceli Hidalgo 

Topic: Thoughts from the Left on English Language Teaching 

• 1996-Chair Holder: Dr. Teodoro Llamzon 

Topic: TESL Targets in 1996 
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• 1997-Chair Holder: Brother Andrew Gonzalez, FSC 

Topic: The Politics of Language: Ethnicity and Language in the Philippines 

• 1998-Chair Holder: Dr. Ma. Clara Ravina 

Topic: Error Analysis and Interlanguage Revisited 

• 1999-Chair Holder: Dr. Allan Bernardo 

Topic: Literacy, Metalinguistics and Contextualized 

Thought: Postscripts to Literacy and the Mind 

• 2000-Chair Holder: Dr. Ricardo Ma. Nolasco 

Topic: Transitivity and Ergativity in a Philippine Language 

Outputs from the Andrew Gonzalez Professorial Chair were four annual lectures, namely: 

• 1996-Chair Holder: Dr. Bonifacio Sibayan 

Topic: To Be Globally Competitive with Intellectualized Filipino and English 

• 1997-Chair Holder: Dr. Curtis McFarland 

Topic: The Enrichment of Filipino 

• 1998-Chair Holder: Dr. Leonard Newell 

Topic: The Nature of a Learner's Dictionary 

• 1999-Chair Holder: Dr. Erny Pascasio 

Topic: A Comparison of the Critical Correlates of Language 

Proficiency in English and Filipino Among Filipino 

Bilingual Speakers 

On May 11, 1996 at the LSP Annual Convention, the Encyclopedia of the Social 
Sciences, Vol. II Linguistics was launched as a joint publication of the LSP and the 
Philippine Social Science Council. At the LSP Annual Convention on May 18, 1995 a very 
helpful reference book for teachers and materials writers entitled Text and Tasks .. by Jeffrey 
Taschner, was launched. Other important LSP publications are: A Frequency Count of 
Pilipino by Dr.Curtis McFarland published in 1991, and in 1998 Selected Papers in 
Applied Linguistics: Focus on Second Language Learning/Teaching .. edited by Dr. Emma 
Castillo. 

In research, the most vital section of Philippine linguistics is applied linguistics 
and the hyphenated disciplines in linguistics because many Filipino linguists are greatly 
concerned with the problems of language learning and their effects upon aspects of 
instruction as well as better language planning. They reflect this concern in the number of 
quality studies that have been accomplished as well as those that are ongoing. I quite agree 
with Brother Andrew Gonzalez, FSC in his claim that it is in the field of applied linguistics 
that our country is one of the most advanced in Asia and in the world because we have had 
a lot of experience in language teaching and in the process have learned to judge what 
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works and what does not work in the Philippine setting. We have thus become more critical 
of the latest trends in language approaches and pedagogy and we have learned to be quite 
skeptical ofnew proposals without being reactive or unduly conservative (Gonzalez 1980a). 

In applied linguistics, most of the research studies are on language methodologies 
such as the communicative approach, the CALLA approach, English for Specific Purposes, 
materials development, and development of language programs, as well as their evaluation. 
As a matter of fact, the LSP commissioned papers to be written by members of the 
Executive Board on topics in applied linguistics and language education. They have been 
published as one of the special issues of the Philippine Journal of Linguistics. 

The hyphenated disciplines such as sociolinguistics, ethnolinguistics, and 
psycholinguistics have gained increased ·attention and great interest among Filipino 
linguists for the past three decades because of their relation to the social sciences; hence the 
utilization of the interdisciplinary approach. The topics are on contemporary Philippine life 
and needs. Sociolinguistics has been the most systematically explored so far among these 
hyphenated disciplines. Several studies have been conducted on topics relating to problems 
of language planning and implementation, as well as problems concerning the national 
language. The book published in 1996, Readings in Philippine Sociolinguistics, .2nd edition, 
edited by Ma. Lourdes S. Bautista is a compilation of articles written by Filipino scholars 
and Filipinists on various topics about Philippine language and society. 

Let me cite ten of the major benchmarks of the LSP for the past 30 years. 

(1) Language Surveys 

It seems that no country can surpass the Philippines in the number, extent, detail, 
and continuity of the language surveys which have been conducted in the past thirty years. 
This indeed is a singular achievement of the Philippines in language research and 
development. The results of these surveys can be grouped into four categories/themes 
namely: (l) language use and preferences, (2) language attitudes and motivations, (3) 
language acquisition and proficiency, and (4) bilingual education planning, implementation 
and evaluation. The Language Policy survey by Otanes and Sibayan (1969) served as the 
ground breaking exploration study on the Filipino bilingual's language behavior. 

(2) Philippine Bilingualism and the Filipino Bilingual 

Research on Philippine bilingualism and the Filipino bilingual in terms of 
language proficiency, attitudes and motivations, language use and identity have been 
conducted. The first National Convention on this topic was initiated by the LSP in 
cooperation with the Ateneo-PNC-DLSU consortium and the DECS in March 1974 before 
June, which was the implementation of the Bilingual Education Policy. The papers 
presented at this Convention were published in the book The Filipino Bilingual, edited by 
Pascasio in 1977 and published by the Ateneo University Press. At the Centennial Congress 
on Philippine Bilingualism from a Multidisciplinary Perspective held by LSP last January 
21-23, 1999, thirty papers were presented on this topic. These are published also by LSP in 
the form of a Festschrift in honor of Erny M. Pascasio, edited by Ma. Lourdes S. Bautista 
and Grace 0. Tan. 
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The evaluation of the implementation of the Bilingual Education Policy for the 
period 1974 to 1985 is one of the most significant research activities of the LSP. This 
project was undertaken in 1985-86 with funding from the Program for Decentralized 
Educational Development under the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports, the 
National Economic Development Authority, and various grant-making agencies. The 
educational team consisted of Bonifacio P. Sibayan, Andrew B. Gonzalez, FSC, Fe T. 
Otanes, Jose Arong, OMI, and Luke Moortgat CICM. The year-long study used testing 
results collected in 1985. Using qualitative and quantitative analyses, the study arrived at 
the conclusion that the decline in achievement scores among pupils of Philippine 
elementary and secondary schools was not to be blamed on the Bilingual Education Policy, 
but rather on inadequate competence of teachers, poorly managed schools, and lack of 
textbooks and other learning materials--factors associated with low socio-economic status. 
The complete report has been published as a monograph, Evaluating Bilingual Education in 
the Philippines (1974-85), edited by Andrew B. Gonzalez, FSC and Bonifacio P. Sibayan. 
Now, also through the leadership of Gonzalez and Sibayan, the revised 1987 Bilingual 
Education Policy is in the process of being evaluated. 

Most of the research on language learning motivation in the 70's has indicated an 
instrumental motivation for learning English and an integrative one for learning Filipino 
(Otanes and Sibayan 1969, Feenstra and Castillo 1970, Gaston 1978, Bangalan 1979). 
Respondents want to study English to communicate better, to show that they are educated 
and to attain socio-economic success. They want to learn Filipino to show that they are 
nationalistic and to understand the Filipino cultural heritage. One interesting variation of 
the findings in Castillo's study (1972) revealed that parents may be instrumentally or 
integratively motivated or both in choosing English for their children. It is also noted that 
the desire to learn English does not necessarily mean an identification with Americans or 
their way oflife, but rather with educated Filipinos. 

With the implementation of the Bilingual Education Policy, a change in language 
learning motivation has been noted. College students, both Tagalogs and non-Tagalogs, are 
now instrumentally motivated to learn both Filipino and English . The use of Filipino as 
medium of instruction in certain subjects at all academic levels has perhaps instilled in the 
minds of the students the idea that Filipino has now become a tool for understanding and 
expressing ideas inside the classroom, and that learning this tool and further sharpening it 
are necessary to be able to participate in classroom discussions (Pascasio 1979). 

Motivation is a necessary factor for successfully acquiring a second language and is 
related to second language learning achievement (Castillo 1969, 1972) as well as to attitude 
(Samonte 1981). Birthplace or language background also influences the degree of 
motivation to learn a particular language. Understandably, non-Tagalogs have a stronger 
motivation to study Filipino than English, compared with Tagalogs (Pascasio 1979). On the 
other hand, . Tagalogs do not show indication of a strong motivational intensity to further 
improve their Filipino, since they are already native speakers of it (Castillo and Chan-Yap 
1977). 

Social and political events seem to play a vital role in the changing attitude of the 
Filipino bilingual towards the different languages being used in his/her milieu. A trend 
seems to be noticeable in attitudes toward English, Filipino, and the local vernacular as 
media.of instruction. 
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For instance, in the late sixties (Otanes and Sibayan 1969), the preference for 
English as the language of instruction at all academic levels-primary, secondary and 
tertiary-was reported. The early seventies, marked by activism and nationalistic fervor 
among the youth, sparked a change among the younger generation (even the young elites), 
as shown by the findings of an attitude survey (Castillo and Chan-Yap 1977) where there 
was a desire to replace English with Pilipino as medium of instruction. However, the 
promulgation and implementation of the Bilingual Education Policy in 1974 led to another 
attitudinal direction. As a result of the problems and limitations encountered in actual 
classroom interactions, the college students, although supportive of the policy, do not favor 
the replacement of English with Pilipino in those subjects where English was used as the 
language of instruction (Pascasio 1979). Parents of varied socio-economic classes and 
language background in Metro Manila prefer to limit the use of Pilipino to the elementary 
level as a medium of instruction. At the secondary and the tertiary levels, English is 
preferred as the medium of instruction. Interestingly, parents with higher educational 
attainment (at least 'college graduate') are more liberal in accepting Pilipino as a language 
of instruction, while those with the least educational background trace the deterioration of 
education to the inclusion of Pilipino as a medium of instruction in the schools (Cruz 1980). 

Among non-Tagalog respondents residing in non-Tagalog speaking communities, 
the desire to maintain English and Pilipino as languages of instruction but with certain 
concessions is indicated. There is a desire for Pilipino and English as media of instruction 
for courses like law, medicine, etc. but for vocational courses, the local vernacular is 
preferred (Mendoza, 1978). In a Chinese high school in Bacolod where the students are 
predominantly Chinese speakers who also speak the local vernacular (Hiligaynon), the use 
of English and Pilipino as media of instruction is highly endorsed. Their teachers are the 
ones who are resistant to the use of Pilipino as the medium of instruction in the subjects 
specified by the Bilingual Policy (Gaston 1977). 

Research on the relationship of language and identity has also been conducted. 
Although linguists agree that language, culture, and identity are related, the precise nature 
of this relationship is still being explored. In my study on language and identity, the six 
sets of factors related to national identity are: demographic factors, socioeconomic factors, 
R's and parents' language background, mass media exposure, and ethnic identity. These 
six sets of factors covered 36 separate variables. Ethnic identity was measured according to 
instrumental and sentimental attachments instead of instrumental and integrative 
motivations. Respondents outside the National Capital Region (NCR) tend to have a 
stronger sense of identity (Pascasio and Doronila 1992). Other studies have also been done 
in this area. 

Regarding language use, the significant Vl!Iiables are domain (home, school, 
community), role relationship (high, equal, low status), communicative functions 
(conversing, asking, requesting, arguing), and silent language or inner speaking (cursing, 
praying, confessing, counseling, self-talk). An earlier study of Pascasio and Hidalgo (1979) 
found out that Filipino bilinguals use English in school when interacting with people of 
higher status and talking about formal topics such as historical events or concepts in the 
sciences. At home when interacting with family members, and in the community with peers 
and subordinates, the local vernacular or Filipino or the code switching variety is used for 
talking about informal topics. In my recent research on what factors correlate with 
language proficiency in English and Filipino, I found there were statistically significant 
differences. Nine variables correlated with the English reading proficiency. These are 
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gender, birthplace and 1.Q. for the personal characteristics. For language use, the home 
with high status person and self talk correlated with English reading proficiency. Socio
economic status in terms of social class position and household amenities were significant 
correlates. For media exposure, it is the print media. As for English writing proficiency, 
there are four variables, namely 1.Q., birthplace, self-talk, and print media. With regard to 
Filipino language reading proficiency, six correlates are statistically significant. These are 
language attitudes toward Filipino and English. The language use indicators are with high 
status persons and when praying. Socioeconomic status in terms of household amenities 
and for media exposure, it is the Filipino print. For Filipino language writing proficiency, 
seven correlates are statistically significant. These are household amenities, attitudes 
toward Filipino and English, when conversing and praying. Regarding media exposure, 
English and Filipino print are statistically significant. This study showed that language use 
and positive attitude to the language are important in achieving language proficiency. 

(3) Code-switching 

Code-switching in the Philippines has also been of major interest, hence a number 
of investigations have been done to describe its nature and dynamics as a communication 
strategy in different domains. The oral or spoken phase of code-switching has been 
explored by the following. 

In the broadcast media, Bautista (1975) analyzes and typologizes Tagalog-English 
code-switching and goes further by constructing a model of bilingual linguistic competence 
on the basis of her typology. Another study by Bautista (1979) is an attempt to describe the 
patterns of speaking prevalent in social interaction of a Filipino speaking community. They 
are grouped into six categories: address forms and five specific speech acts-greetings, 
apologies, compliments, directives, and probes. Radio dramas were chosen as the data 
source because they are conversational and authentic. 

Exploring the domain of business, Pascasio (1978) did an analysis of Tagalog
English code switching in terms of functions and occurrences (based on Gumperz's model 
of social interaction) and linguistic patterns utilizing Bautista's typology. Respondents 
competent in both English and Tagalog code-switch for specific functions constituted the 
data. An attempt at distinguishing borrowing from code-switching was also made. 

Code-switching in the classroom domain has been described by Mogol, Tuy, 
Santos, and Esclabanan (1977). This is the first attempt that includes the ethnic language 
aside from Tagalog and English since the data were drawn from the classrooms of both 
Tagalog-speaking and non-Tagalog speaking communities. Pan's (1975) data were Filipino 
short stories from the magazine, Liwayway, ·to assess the extent of English-Filipino code 
switching. The findings showed that in general, English loan words are treated either by 
retaining the English spelling or by writing them according to the Filipino orthography 
system. As in the spoken medium, code-switiching frequently occurs among peer groups 
when speaking of informal topics on a friendly basis. The short story writer employs code
switching for the following reasons: (a) for ease in understanding, (b) for brevity, (c) for 
lack of indigenous terms in Tagalog, (d) for precision, and (e) for emphasis and clarity. 

Gonzalez (1982a) includes a note on code-switching in his study of stylistic 
underdifferentiation of written Philippine English of the mass media. His findings support 
Pascasio's findings where he contends that the code-switching variety is used by well-
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educated Filipinos who have mastered both English (in its formal style) and Filipino (in its 
formal, informal, and familiar style) and that it is used in the mass media (spoken and 
written) for a very distinct purpose: to establish rapport wit~ an audience and .an atmosphere 
of informality, perhaps unconsciously excluding a native speaker of English who is familiar 
with only one code, and likewise perhaps, unconsciously establishing one's credentials as a 
nationalist, albeit Westernized. It is now widely used in talk shows in the mass media and 
even in class, when the teacher wishes to establish his/her credentials as being "with it" and 
in order to "break the ice" in class (Gonzalez 1982a). Recent studies on code-switching 
were presented at the Centennial Cone:ress in 1999. 

(4) Philippine English 

The existence of a Philippine English variety has been demonstrated by Llamzon 
(1969), who focused on the spoken variety of Philippine English as used by the educated 
Filipino elite which he called "Standard Filipino English." A later study by Gonzalez and 
Alberca (1978), on the other hand, preferred the term ''Philippine English" in view of the 
possibility of evolving a standard form of English spoken in the Philippines which is 
comparable to that of American, British, Australian, or Canadian English. Their data were 
drawn from the mass media to demonstrate the reality of this Philippine English variety. 
Other related studies have demonstrated the distinctive features of Philippine English. The 
LSP co-sponsored the conference on a English is an Asian Language: The Philippine 
Context" .with the Macquarie Dictionary Publishing Company of Australia and DLSU, with 
support from the Australian government's Department of Communication and the Arts on 
August 2-3, 1996 at DLSU. The proceedings of the conference were published in book form 
by The Macquarie Library Ltd. in 1997 with Ma. Lourdes S. Bautista as editor. 

(5) Filipino, the National Language 

The LSP in early 1988 held the first series of round table conferences on the 
intellectualization of Filipino, where tasks were mapped out for developing the national 
language for various intellectual uses, the development of lexicon being only one among 
many other tasks. To become a truly developed national language, fully cultivated for all 
uses in the country, Filipino has to be elaborated as both a literary and scientific language. 
This process has been named by linguists of the LSP as "intellectualization". This involves 
more than vocabulary building and the coining of terminology. It also involves 
reconceptualization of the paradigms of a discipline and its reexpression, involving the 
development of a rhetorical model, as well as a translation model based on the cognitive 
sciences. A recent LSP publication entitled The Intellectualization of Filipino by Bonifacio 
P. Sibayan, was launched at PNU last August 1999. 

(6) Lexicography 

From the seventies among the studies in lexicography are: Riego de Dios' study on 
a composite "Dictionary of Philippine-Spanish Creole" with 6,000 entries, placing Cotabato 
Chavacano on the Philippine linguistic map. Santiago's work on the "Elaboration of a 
Technical Lexicon of Filipino" seeks to find out how the intended users of Filipino would 
react to the different possibilities in the development of scientific lexicon. Soberano's work 
on the dialects of Marinduque Tagalog tried to identify and describe the geographical 
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variations and gain knowledge on the important elements causing variation. 

(7) Language Acquisition 

Perhaps the first scientific attempt to record and analyze first language acquisition 
in the Philippine setting are the two longitudinal case studies of child language acquisition 
conducted by Gonzalez (1982b). 

Another study by Gonzalez (1980c) focuses on second language acquisition 
(English) in school. In his findings, a comparison between entry years (the first time a 
particular structure is introduced and formally taught in the grade) and acquisition years 
reveals that there is a time lag of one or more years before a structure is acquired. A 
replication of this study was done by L. Saranglao (1981) varying the sample by using a 
high SES group. The findings confirm the results of Gonzalez' study. As for more recent 
studies, Dr. Alma dela Cruz presented interesting findings on code-switiching among Grade 
VI students in her paper presented at the Centennial Congress. 

(8) Language Testing 

It was only towards the latter part of the seventies that language testing in the 
Philippines was given its rightful place in the field. Serious attention and interest have 
increased along with the felt need for more sophisticated, reliable, and valid measures for 
language behavior. Comparative studies on the relative merits of the discrete point test and 
tests of integrative skills have been conducted. Initial findings indicate that in terms of 
assessing global competence, the integrative type is superior to the discrete point type. 
However, both types of tests are valid measures for language competence (Castro 1979). 

With the current interest in communicative competence using a psycho
sociolinguistic framework and the non-discrete point testing approach, Castillo's 1978 
study, although exploratory in nature, is a significant contribution since it is the first 
attempt to test communicative competence in Pilipino. Castillo developed a test of 
communicative competence in Pilipino for prospective elementary school teachers. The test 
battery, if administered to prospective teachers, can serve as basis for determining whether 
they are ready to use Pilipino in their teaching jobs. 

Two language proficiency tests, English and Filipino, were developed by Pascasio 
with a team of her colleagues at the Ateneo de Manila University. These instruments aimed 
to define the proficiency levels for the reading and writing skills needed for college work. It 
also aimed to provide insights and guidelines .in setting forth directions for future research 
in second language, English and Filipino in the Philippine schools. For the English 
language proficiency test (ELPT), construct, concurrent, and predictive validities have been 
established. Reliability has also been established, and it bas undergone three trials. The 
Filipino language proficiency test (FLPT) was developed at a later date and with its two 
trials, content and construct validities have been established. 

(9) Literacy 

LSP is working very closely with the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) 
especially on the role of the vernacular in ba8ic education. Among the research presented at 
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the LSP Centennial Congress were those of P. Gregory Dekker and Diane Dekker and Ellen 
Errington of SIL, and Allan Bernardo of De La Salle University on the role of cognition in 
literacy and bilingualism. 

(10) Language and Culture 

Since LSP works closely with the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), a series 
published jointly by LSP and SIL make some of the research on Philippine languages and 
cultures available. SIL's activity in linguistics, literacy, and translation among the 
indigenous language communities in the Philippines has resulted in a number of 
contributions to the academic world, as well as the language communities. Publications 
range from sets of descriptive articles on a Wide variety of grammatical phenomena to teXt 
collections with accompanying cultural notes. Some of these materials document complex 
and highly artistic oral literature that otherwise might be lost to future generations. SIL has 
been instrumental in the publication of long lists of literacy and health education materials 
which numerous Philippine language groups have used to transform and strengthen their 
communities, as well as translations of Bible portions and other literature of high moral 
value. 

SIL's promotion of literacy for children in the mother tongue has allowed numbers 
of students to integrate into and excel in the national formal educational system. Model 
adult nonformal literacy programs are now being sustained by several communities in 
Mindanao. Providing basic education in the mother tongue gives proper place to the 
learner's own language and culture, and builds a foundation from which individuals and 
communities can actively participate in shaping their own future. 

4. TRAINING PROGRAMS 

Providing continuous training for linguists and language teachers has always 
loomed large in the agenda of the LSP. Beginning in 1969, practically at the very founding 
of the Society, the LSP has sponsored in-service training programs, annual conventions, and 
regular lectures for its members and for all those interested in language. These training 
programs have been held with the assistance of such agencies as the Fund for Assistance to 
Private Education (F APE), SIL, Philippine Social Science Council (PSSC), British Council, 
United States Information Agency, Asia Foundation, DECS, CHED and in cooperation with 
other linguistic and language teaching organizations. 

A program of summer-workshops for language teachers began in 1970 with 
offerings of one to two weeks in length. Topics ranged from teaching methodologies and 
language testing to the teaching of the language skills-reading, writing, listening and 
speaking-to the teaching of grammar as well as literature, to materials development and 
language tests. 

As its outreach program, the LSP in cooperation with Philippine Normal 
University, De La Salle University, DECS, and USIS sponsored the so-called roving 
seminar-workshops on "Current Developments in English Language Teaching" outside 
Manila such as Baguio, Cebu, Davao, and Cagayan de Oro. Dr. Emma Castillo and Prof. 
Edilberta Bala were co-directors of these seminar-workshops. 
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The lecture series of the LSP has contributed greatly to the professional 
development of its members. The LSP sponsors around 5-7 lectures every school year for 
its members and other graduate students who are interested to be kept abreast with each 
other's research, as well as that being done outside the Philippines. On May 25-29, 1992, 
Rod Ellis, a renowned authority in Second Language Acquisition gave a series of lectures 
on "Individual Learner Differences in L2 Acquisition." On October 5-9, 1993 LSP co
sponsored with Komisyon sa Wikang Filipino and ·SIL the First Asia International 
Lexicography conference in Manila, the proceedings which have been published by LSP. 
On August 2-3, 1996 LSP co-sponsored the conference "English is an Asian Language: 
The Philippine Context" with Macquarie Dictionary Publishing Company of Australia and 
De La Salle University with support from Australian Government's Department of 
Communication and the Arts through the Cultural Industry Development Program. Held at 
De La Salle University, the keynote address was delivered by Professor Braj Kachru, a 
renowned linguist from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. LSP published the 
proceedings with Ma. Lourdes Bautista as editor. 

Every year in May, the LSP holds its annual convention where a specific theme is 
chosen. To name a few are: 

May 12, 1990 "Recent Research on Language" 

May 5, 1992 "Intellectualization ofFilipino: Directions" 

May 8, 1993 "Current Research in Applied Linguistics" 

May 11, 1996 "Uses of Linguistics in the Philippines" 

During the LSP silver jubilee anniversary, the theme was "Linguistics and 
Language Teaching" held on May 16-18, 1995. During this occasion two LSP publications 
were also launched. In addition, as a special activity there was a literary musical 
presentation by linguists-Doctors Bonifacio P. Sibayan, Fe T. Otanes, Emy M. Pascasio, 
Ma. Clara Ravina, Ponciano Pineda, Wilfredo Alberca, and Encamita Balayon. This just 
goes to show that some linguists have other talents. 

On April 25-26, 1997, the theme of the annual convention was "Applied 
Linguistics: Focus on Second Language Leaming/Teaching." Ten outstanding linguists 
from abroad such as the United States, Canada, Thailand, Hongkong and Japan came to 
present interesting papers. 

The theme for the celebration of its 30th anniversary convention is "English, 
Filipino and other Languages at the Crossroads: Facing the Challenges of the New 
Millennium" on May 11-13, 2000. On this occasion, Grand Awards and Special Awards 
will be given to pillars of the Linguistic Society of the Philippines. There will also be a 
book launching of The Filipino Bilingual: A Multidisciplinary Perspective, a Festschrift in 
honor ofEmy M. Pascasio. 

5. CONSULTANCY AND ADVOCACY 

The language situation of the Philippines being a very complex one, the LSP has 
been at the vanguard of groups that are trying to clarify positions and chart directions in the 
formulation of language policy. In 1971, the Society was seriously involved in policy 
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discussions on the national language and medium of instruction. 

Several LSP members appeared before the Constitutional Convention of 1971 and 
again before the Constitutional Commission in }986 to discuss the national language issue. 
The LSP was involved in the formulation of the Bilingual Education Policy in 1974 and 
conducted a formal evaluation of its implementation for the period 1974 to 1985. Based on 
the results of that evaluation, the Policy was revised in 1987. Several of its recent round
table discussions have focused on the Philippine language agenda for the 21 51 century; even 
as the role of the ethnic languages is recognized and upheld, the concern remains for the 
development of Filipino as the national language and the maintenance of English as the 
global language. 

What, then, has the LSP achieved in its 30 years of existence? It has certainly 
achieved the two objectives it started out with, and proof of this is the long list of research 
projects and publications it has produced. But over and above that, the LSP has contributed 
to the professionalization of the discipline of linguistics and its allied sub-disciplines, 
especially language teaching in the Philippines. It has built up a network of linguists at the 
national and international levels, and has been able to reach out to other social scientists 
inside and outside the Philippines. Finally, it has helped shape policy on language and 
education in very important ways. These are solid achievements for an organization that is 
just turning 30. 

Our current officers are as follows:: Bonifacio Sibayan (President Emeritus); Erny 
M. Pascasio (Ateneo de Manila University), President; Anna Ma. Gloria Ward (University 
of Santo Tomas), Vice-President, Emma S. Castillo (Philippine Normal University), 
Executive Secretary, Maria Clara Ravina (University of the Philippines), Treasurer, 
Edilberta C. Bala (Philippine Normal University), Ma. Lourdes S. Bautista (De La Salle 
University), Andrew B. Gonzalez, FSC (De La Salle University), Isabel P. Martin (Ateneo 
de Manila University), J. Stephen Quakenbush (Summer Institute of Linguistics), Angela 
Sarile (University of the Philippines-Manila), Board Members. 

We know that the years ahead will not be easy, as the years past have both been 
difficult and challenging. I know, however, that we shall always keep faith with our 
commitment, dedication, and determination to push forward the frontiers of language 
research and development in our country. Let us avail of this occasion to pledge anew our 
commitment to linguistics and language education. Thank you. 
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